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SUMMARY
This report examines the future of non-means-tested benefits for workingage adults and children. We present findings from an online citizens’ jury, a
survey of 1,647 British adults, microsimulation modelling of policy reforms
and a consultation with experts.
Our evidence indicates that consensus can be built to strengthen non-meanstested benefits as a supplement to an adequate means-tested system. In
particular, we show that following the Covid-19 pandemic there is new
interest in improving payments when people stop working.
The citizen’s jury recommended a new system of earnings-related
unemployment insurance modelled on the Covid-19 furlough scheme. We
also propose increases in non-means-tested benefits for people who are sick,
disabled or caring; and a review of benefits paid to cover the extra costs
faced by disabled people.

The Covid-19 crisis has triggered a re-evaluation of social security.
Developments such as the April 2020 universal credit uplift and the nonmeans-tested furlough scheme have generated a debate on both the
generosity of social security and the balance between means-tested and nonmeans-tested parts of the system. Those debates take place in the context of
a working-age system currently dominated by means testing. Means-tested
social security has become more prevalent over time, and it accounts for a
larger proportion of total spending on non-pensioner benefits than in other
European countries.
The report discusses two categories of non-means-tested social security.
Earnings replacement entitlements are designed to provide income for
people not able to work, regardless of their savings or whether they have a
partner in work. Eligibility is often based on evidence of a recent
employment relationship. The main existing earnings replacement benefits
for working-age adults are: jobseeker’s allowance (JSA); employment and
support allowance (ESA), maternity allowance and carer’s allowance.
Statutory pay schemes for sickness, maternity, paternity and adoption
perform a similar earnings replacement function.
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Extra costs benefits are designed to help equalise living standards between
people who face higher living costs – such as disabled people and parents
raising children – and people who do not face these costs. Eligibility for
these payments tends to be universal, meaning that they are paid to any
claimant in a given set of circumstances regardless of their income, savings,
or any work/contribution record. The main extra costs benefits for children
and working-age adults are child benefit, personal independence payment
and disability living allowance.
There are a number of good reasons for considering shifting the balance
within social security away from means testing, towards these earnings
replacement and extra costs allowances:
The case for non-means-tested benefits overall
•

•

•

•

Expanding non-means-tested benefits will increase the number of people
with a stake in social security, potentially broadening support for the
whole system.
Expanding non-means-tested entitlements is likely to reduce the stigma
associated with claiming benefits and in turn lead to increased take-up
and reduced social division.
Personal benefits paid to the eligible adult and unrelated to any meanstested household payment support financial independence and security
for partners in couples, especially women.
When funded by progressive taxation, non-means-tested benefits
redistribute income between people on higher and lower incomes, and
across the life of an individual.

The case for earnings replacement benefits
•

•

•

Earnings replacement benefits can prevent large, sudden drops in an
individual’s income. If sufficiently generous, they give people a cushion
without having to deplete their savings or rely on a partner’s income.
Benefit entitlements that arise from social insurance contributions or
recent employment offer protection for people who have paid into the
system, reflecting widely held views on fairness.
Better earnings replacement benefits may improve labour market
outcomes by giving people more time to find new work, enabling better
job matching that should help both workers and employers.

The case for extra costs benefits
•

Extra costs benefits help to equalise living standards for people with and
without high essential living costs. Restricting such benefits only to those
on low incomes means society fails to deliver ‘horizontal’ equality
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•

between people with similar income but different personal
circumstances, whether they are rich or poor.
Paying extra costs benefits on a universal rather than means-tested basis
improves work incentives and reduces the problem of people being left
hardly better off when their earnings increase.

However there are also reasons for maintaining a predominately meanstested social security system:
•

•

•

Means-tested benefits target resources at those on the lowest incomes,
reducing poverty as cost-effectively as possible. Currently in the UK,
safety-net benefits leave many people far below an acceptable living
standard and the least expensive, most realistic way of addressing this
crisis is to increase the generosity of means-tested benefits significantly.
Means-tested benefits reduce income inequality more efficiently than
non-means-tested benefits, by increasing the incomes of the poorest
without increasing the incomes of households higher up the distribution.
The current landscape of means-tested social security in the UK has the
potential to evolve into a broad and inclusive system. Payments are
already available to many people in work and close to half of children
are in families eligible for universal credit.

Weighing up these arguments, means-tested benefits should remain the
bedrock of working-age social security in order to tackle poverty and boost
living standards. But there are distinct policy objectives that will be better
achieved if we have stronger non-means-tested social security as well.

We sought to answer the question: after the Covid-19 pandemic, is it
possible to build consensus for non-means-tested social security to play a
greater role?
Prior studies suggest that the public favours targeting resources to those on
low incomes, but at the same time values the principles of reciprocity and
universality. This supports the case for a mixed system – of adequate meanstested benefits to tackle poverty supplemented by strong non-means-tested
benefits which achieve a range of other objectives.
We carried out an online citizens’ jury, a representative survey of 1,647
British adults, and a consultation with social security experts. These revealed
scope for consensus on strengthening non-means-tested benefits by:
•

Improving extra costs benefits for disabled people
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•
•

Raising the payment levels of existing, flat-rate earnings replacement
benefits
Introducing a new earnings-related, time-limited unemployment
insurance scheme that prevents a sudden drop in income when people
first leave work.

Flat-rate earnings replacement benefits
Our citizens jury supported the continuing role of non-means-tested
earnings replacement benefits and the contributory principle. They wanted
to see better earnings replacement benefits.
In both the jury and the survey there was high support for raising payments
for carers and disabled people (two groups covered by earnings replacement
benefits). Our questions did not explore in detail whether these payments
should be means-tested or not.
Most of our expert advisory group wanted to see increases to the level of
non-means-tested JSA and ESA (at least to match the 2020 uplift to universal
credit). Some members also supported proposals to increase payments
including statutory sick pay and carer’s allowance. A minority in the group
disagreed and believed that means-tested universal credit should take on the
earnings replacement function of existing working-age national insurance
benefits.
Earnings-related unemployment insurance
Our citizens’ jury was briefed on the difference between the UK’s flat-rate
JSA and continental earnings-related unemployment schemes which
resemble the Covid-19 furlough scheme.
Subsequently the jury recommended that flat-rate JSA should be replaced by
an unemployment insurance benefit that mimics the Covid-19 furlough (i.e.
paying up to 80 per cent of previous earnings for six months). The jurors
maintained their support for the policy after being told it might cost £5bn
per year which could be funded by a 1p increase in national insurance. A
number of the jurors wanted any new earnings-related unemployment
insurance to be optional rather than compulsory.
In our survey almost as many people supported a new earnings-related
unemployment payment as the current model of flat-rate JSA (even though
the question explained that the reform could lead to higher national
insurance – see figure 1). Of those who expressed a preference 49 per cent
supported the reform proposal and 51 per cent supported the status quo.
This indicates significant potential support for the policy, given that the idea
of earnings-related unemployment insurance was barely discussed in the
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UK before the pandemic. With political advocacy and debate, support for
this reform might well increase over time.
Most of the members of our expert group were cautiously supportive of a
new furlough-inspired unemployment benefit. Within this, a minority of the
experts wanted to see an earnings-related scheme adopted on a voluntary
basis, using auto-enrolment principles.

Extra costs benefits
A small majority of the citizens’ jury supported the principle of extra costs
benefits being available to everyone. There was however little appetite for
increasing child benefit: more than half of the jurors wanted to maintain the
existing level of the benefit. The jury did not discuss non-means-tested extra
costs benefits for disabled people in detail but generally they wanted social
security to be more generous to disabled people.
Our survey found majority support for extra costs benefits for disabled
people, regardless of their income. There was not the same support for
universal payments to parents to help with the extra costs of children (see
figure 2).
Every advisory group contributor who expressed a view agreed that
universal social security for disabled people should be reviewed or
improved. Some of the experts argued that child benefit plays a vital role in
entrenching support for social security and therefore benefits children on
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low incomes – although they recognised there is limited public appetite for
stronger universal benefits for children at this time.

In light of these findings we propose three key recommendations for
strengthening non-means-tested social security.
Extra costs benefits
We propose that the government should initiate a full review of nonmeans-tested disability benefits designed to meet extra living costs. There
is evidence that these benefits are not sufficient to equalise living standards
between disabled people and non-disabled people. The administration and
assessment procedures for these benefits are also frequently criticised. A
review should examine how extra costs benefits for disabled people can be
made more adequate and operate in a fairer way.
Flat-rate earnings replacement benefits
The payment levels of existing non-means-tested earnings replacement
benefits should be increased, at least for the initial period of each claim.
There are two options to consider:
•

Extend the £20 per week uplift introduced in 2020 to the key nonmeans-tested earnings replacement benefits paid below the basic
level of universal credit: JSA, ESA and carer’s allowance.
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•

Match the value of the best earnings replacement benefits by
increasing the value of JSA, ESA, carer’s allowance and statutory sick
pay to the level of maternity allowance/statutory maternity pay (or to
the new state pension).

The costs of these reforms would vary considerably by benefit. Increasing
JSA to match maternity payments would cost around £150m-£200m per year
on current caseload, and the costs of raising SSP would be low for employers
and very low for taxpayers.
The cost of a significant increase in ESA and carer’s allowance would be
much higher because many more people receive these benefits. Raising both
these entitlements to match maternity payments or the state pension would
cost more than £6bn (though around half of this would be clawed-back
through reduced spending on universal credit). The costs would be greatly
reduced if the higher payments were available during the initial period of a
claim only, for say one or two years.
Earnings-related unemployment insurance
With respect to unemployment, we propose an alternative option to a higher
flat-rate payment: an earnings-related unemployment insurance scheme.
This would deliver on a key principle of social protection, that disruption to
one’s earnings should not mean a sudden, dramatic fall in living standards.
Under the model we examined, people with a sufficient record of national
insurance contributions who became unemployed would be entitled to
receive 80 per cent of their previous earnings in social security payments for
up to six months. Maximum payments would be capped at the equivalent of
£30,000 per year.
Modelling the benefits and costs of this proposal, we expect the number of
recipients to be 390,000 (up from a projection of 80,000 recipients under
current JSA). Including the families of beneficiaries 800,000 people would
benefit. The average unemployment insurance payment would be £250 per
week (up from £71 under the current system). The additional annual public
spending required is modelled to be £4.8bn (roughly equivalent to a 1p
increase on the main rate of employee national insurance).
Our modelling shows that the reform would be redistributive. Around
700,000 of the 800,000 beneficiaries are in the bottom half of the income
distribution. The policy does not have a significant impact on poverty as
conventionally measured (because it raises median incomes). But it would
lift 430,000 people out of poverty using a fixed-line poverty measure
(sometimes called ‘absolute’ poverty).
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1. INTRODUCTION
This report considers whether, and how, non-means-tested social security
for children and working-age adults could be strengthened over the next
decade. It proposes a significant boost to earnings replacement benefits. This
should consist of higher flat-rate benefits for people who leave work because
of sickness, disability or caring responsibilities; and better help for the first
six months of unemployment, either through a higher flat-rate jobseeker’s
allowance or a new earnings-related unemployment insurance scheme
modelled on the Covid-19 furlough. We also call for a full review of nonmeans-tested benefits designed to meet the extra costs faced by disabled
people.
The Covid-19 crisis has triggered a re-evaluation of social security. The
government’s decision in April 2020 temporarily to increase the generosity
of universal credit was an acknowledgement that the level of benefit
payments was too low, as millions began to lose their jobs or see their
incomes plummet.
In addition, the government implemented the furlough scheme in March
2020. For 18 months the state has stepped in to pay a large proportion of the
wages of millions of people, to protect incomes and enable workers to
remain on payrolls despite being temporarily unable to work. Employees
have been eligible for earnings-linked payments without any means test of
their family’s income or savings. Self-employed workers have received
comparable support through the self-employment income support scheme
(SEISS).
These developments have generated debate on both the generosity of social
security, and the extent to which means testing should determine eligibility.
Our project has asked whether the experience of the last 18 months could
lead to a better social security system. Building on previous studies of policy
and public opinion, we sought to determine whether a new consensus on
social security can emerge – both broadly within society and across the
political spectrum.
To this end we consulted with social security experts; convened a citizens’
jury in November-December 2020; conducted an in-depth nationally
representative poll in February 2021; and worked with Landman Economics
FABIAN SOCIETY
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to produce detailed micro-simulation modelling analysing the costs and
impacts of potential reforms.
We explore public attitudes towards the non-means-tested parts of the social
security system: ‘earnings replacement’ payments and ‘extra costs’
payments. We ask whether there is scope to build consensus on expanding
the role these benefits play; discuss policy options that might be politically
viable; and set out the potential impacts of reforms.
The report considers the ways in which the pandemic may have opened-up
space for a new settlement on social security, but its focus is reform in the
medium term – thinking about the start of the next parliament up to 2030.
We therefore consider the social security system and labour market we can
expect in the mid-2020s, by assuming current benefit reforms underway
have been implemented in full and that unemployment has returned
towards its pre-crisis levels.
The report only considers social security for working-age adults and
children (i.e. households containing anyone up to the age of 66, rising to 67
by 2028). This is because it is the non-pensioner part of the social security
system for which generosity has declined and means testing has increased in
the last few decades. By contrast, the system for older people has broadly
speaking become more adequate in recent years – and social security for
pensioners is dominated by non-means-tested payments in the form of the
state pension.
The report is a companion to Going with the Grain: How to Increase Social
Security with Public Support, which was published in May 2021. That work
examined public views on the adequacy of means-tested social security
payments for children and working-age adults. Alongside this report we
also publish Fair to All, which presents the findings from our citizens’ jury
in depth.

Debates about social security often place payments into one of three
categories, distinguished by how eligibility for benefits arises:
•

•

Means-tested. Eligibility is based on an assessment of income and
savings, with payments awarded if a claimant’s income and/or savings
are below a certain threshold. Assessments are based on household not
individual financial circumstances.
Contribution-based. These payments are awarded if a claimant has a
sufficient record of social insurance contributions or meets conditions
related to their employment (or sometimes the term is used narrowly to
only refer to national insurance-based benefits). Contribution often
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•

determines eligibility for earnings replacement benefits and statutory
pay schemes, which each provide a non-means-tested income for
claimants not able to work. These payments are not always based on
contribution, however – carer’s allowance is a non-contributory earnings
replacement benefit.
Universal. Universal benefits – i.e. non-means-tested, non-contributory –
are those paid to any claimant in a given set of circumstances, regardless
of their income/savings or their contribution record. They often reflect
the higher living costs particular households face – e.g. from raising
children or having a disability.

Discussing non-means-tested benefits in this report, we opt to use a
typology that relates to the purpose of the benefits, rather than their eligibility
criteria. The categories we therefore refer to going forward are ‘earnings
replacement’ benefits and ‘extra costs’ benefits. These roughly line up with
the ‘contribution-based’ and ‘universal’ categories respectively – but not
perfectly.
Earnings replacement benefits are designed to provide a non-means-tested
income for people not able to work, regardless of their savings or whether
they have a partner in work. Eligibility is often based on evidence of a recent
employment relationship – but this is not always the case, as we have seen
with carer’s allowance.
Extra costs benefits are designed to help equalise living standards between
people who face higher day-to-day costs – such as disabled people and
parents raising children – and people who do not face these costs. Eligibility
for these payments tends to be universal, meaning that they are paid to any
claimant in a given set of circumstances regardless of their income, savings,
or a work/contribution record.
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Just before the pandemic non-means-tested payments accounted for
approaching four pounds in ten spent on social security for working-age
adults and children (see figure 3).
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Over the long term, means testing has become more dominant. Figure 4
shows that, at the end of the 1970s, spending on means-tested benefits as a
proportion of all non-pensioner social security spending was far lower than
it is now.
There are a number of reasons for this shift. The post-war contributionbased social insurance system was never sufficient to alleviate poverty and a
separate means-tested system was always needed alongside it. Subsequent
governments expanded the role means-testing played in order to reduce
poverty and provide support for work.1 Alongside this, after 1979 the
contribution-based components of the system were reduced. One notable
instance was the abolition of a short-lived earnings-related supplement to
unemployment benefit during Margaret Thatcher’s premiership.2 From 1997
the Labour government increased the value of benefits for children but
largely ignored earnings replacement benefits, allowing most of them to lose
value against wages.
After 2010 reforms were again introduced to restrict access to many nonmeans-tested benefits, including ESA, disability benefits and child benefit.3
But recent spending trends have varied for different benefits. Child benefit
has declined as a proportion of total social security spending. This is because
its value was frozen in cash terms between 2016 and 2020 (the most extreme
cut to any benefit during austerity); child benefit eligibility was also
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effectively tightened by clawing its value back in taxes from households
with someone earning over £50,000.
In contrast, the share of total social security spending accounted for by nonmeans-tested benefits for disabled adults has grown. The key reason for this
is that DLA and PIP were not included in successive benefit freezes. The
government has also consistently underestimated the extent of eligibility for
disability benefits. When PIP was introduced to replace DLA for adults it
was forecast to reduce spending by 20 per cent through changes to
assessment methods and rates. In practice many more PIP claims were
successful than predicted – and average awards were significantly higher
than expected, causing spending to rise sharply.4
This helps to explain why spending on non-means-tested benefits has grown
as a share of overall social security since around 2013 (see figure 4). The
other main reason is the suppression of spending on means-tested benefits
through cuts and freezes as well as improvements in the labour market.
Despite this growth, in policy terms, the centrality of means testing has
increased since 2013 with the advent of universal credit, which has been
gradually rolled out over this time. Universal credit integrates six ‘legacy’
benefits and tax credits into a single payment and is, like those legacy
benefits, means-tested. Consequently a significant proportion of debate on
social security in recent years has focused on universal credit – its design, its
rollout, its operation, and the generosity of the benefit.
In turn, non-means-tested benefits have received comparatively less
attention. It is the government’s clear preference that people claim universal
credit not national insurance benefits, with the number of contributionbased JSA claims falling sharply since the early 2010s. The present lack of
consideration of non-means-tested social security was reflected in the fact
that the April 2020 £20 uplift was restricted to universal credit and working
tax credit – with no corresponding uplift to any earnings replacement or
extra costs benefits.
Universal credit itself contains a disincentive to claim non-means-tested
social security. The benefit is designed to gradually reduce in value as a
claimant’s earnings from work increase, so that when you earn an extra
pound you only lose 63p in benefit. This applies to income from statutory
pay schemes but does not apply to earnings replacement benefits like JSA or
maternity allowance. The result is that for every £1 a universal credit
claimant receives in JSA, exactly the same amount is withdrawn from their
universal credit payment. This is a significant disincentive for people on low
incomes to claim non-means-tested earnings replacement benefits, even if
they are entitled to receive them. In 2020 the government successfully
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defended a high court case challenging the legality of this arrangement with
respect to maternity allowance.5
The primacy of means testing is not a feature of all advanced economies’
social security systems. In many European welfare states claimants are
entitled to more payments regardless of their income or savings – either
because they have made sufficient social insurance contributions or because
their circumstances automatically confer eligibility. According to the
European Commission in 2018 means-tested benefits accounted for 17 per
cent of total social security expenditure in the UK (including pensions),
while across the EU-27 means-tested benefits accounted for only 11 per cent.
Of particular note are the contribution-based, earnings-related
unemployment benefits that play a large role in the systems of Germany
(where means-tested benefits make up 12 per cent of total expenditure),
Sweden (where means-tested benefits account for only 2 per cent of the
total) and other continental countries.6

Means-tested benefits play a crucial role in achieving the aims of the social
security system. They target resources on the people most in need, directly
redistributing income between people on higher and lower incomes. By
doing so, they reduce poverty and inequality. However, the social security
system aims to meet other objectives too, which non-means-tested benefits
are well placed to help achieve.
There are two crucial aims that non-means-tested payments typically aim to
meet. First, protecting people against loss of income caused by unforeseen
events like illness or redundancy; and second, supporting the living
standards of those who face unavoidable extra costs, such as parents and
disabled people. Strengthening non-means-tested social security is
important if we want the system to meet these objectives. The following
arguments point in favour of an increased role for non-means-tested
benefits.
Non-means-tested benefits in general
•

Expanding non-means-tested benefits will increase the number of
people with a meaningful stake in social security, potentially
broadening support for the system as a whole. With such a large
proportion of social security spending going towards means-tested
provision, working-age beneficiaries outside of lower income groups
receive comparatively little from the system. Strengthening non-meanstested payments can broaden the base of people who see it as relevant to
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•

•

•

them and have an interest in ensuring the system is well-resourced and
sufficiently generous. It has been argued that, in some countries, wellestablished non-means-tested social security systems increase the
political acceptability of redistribution.7
More non-means-tested entitlements are likely to reduce the stigma
around claiming and, in turn, lead to increased take-up and reduced
social division. Means-tested benefits in particular are often associated
with stigma.8 In turn, there is evidence that stigma is a direct cause of the
non-take-up of benefits by people who are entitled to them.9 Expanding
the non-means-tested parts of the system can be a valuable policy lever if
we want to ensure that everyone who needs support gets it.
There are strong practical arguments for personal benefits separately
earned by and paid to each eligible adult. Personal benefits are unrelated
to the main household means-tested payment, and therefore support the
financial independence and security of each partner in a couple, which
especially benefits women. There is also a case for several sources of
benefit income, paid at different times, in case anything goes wrong with
a single monthly benefit payment.
Non-means-tested benefits can redistribute income – between people
on higher and lower incomes, and across the life of an individual. When
funded by progressive taxation, earnings replacement benefits like JSA
and extra costs benefits like child benefit are redistributive overall; while
higher income individuals are eligible to receive them, those individuals
also pay more in tax. Similarly, non-means-tested benefits enable people
to ‘smooth’ their incomes over their lives, by ‘paying in’ when they are
able to work (or do not face extra costs) and ‘taking out’ when they
cannot work (or are facing extra costs).

Earnings replacement benefits
•

•

Earnings replacement benefits can prevent large, sudden drops in an
individuals’ income. They grant people a better degree of protection
without having to deplete their savings or rely on a partners’ income.
Improved non-means-tested benefits would ensure that individuals can
maintain a similar living standard in the immediate wake of shocks like
illness, redundancy or needing to care for someone.
Benefit entitlements linked to social insurance contributions or recent
employment provide protection for people who have paid into the
system, reflecting widely held views on fairness. While most people
receive a very significant amount of support from social security across
their lifetimes,10 the design of working-age social security currently
means that many taxpayers often feel they are entitled to little.
Strengthening the role of non-means-tested payments would help to
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•

establish social security as something from which everyone knows they
can benefit, in a similar way to the NHS.
More adequate earnings replacement benefits could improve labour
market outcomes by enabling better job matching, helping both workers
and the economy. The low replacement rate of contribution-based
unemployment insurance in Britain encourages people to find a new job
as quickly as possible – at the expense of this necessarily being the right
job for the worker or the employer. Evidence instead suggests that more
adequate non-means-tested benefits improve job matching and, in turn,
the functioning of the labour market.11

Extra costs benefits
•

•

Improving extra costs benefits will help bring us closer to equalising
living standards between people facing extra costs and people who do
not, regardless of where they are in the income distribution. The
objective of social security is not just to prevent poverty amongst people
who face extra costs from disability and raising children (something that
good means-tested benefits can achieve). Non-means-tested benefits are
necessary to ensure ‘horizontal’ inequalities are addressed across society
– for example, between a disabled person earning £30,000 and a nondisabled person earning £30,000.
Paying extra costs benefits on a universal rather than means-tested basis
improves incentives and reduces the problem of people being left
hardly better off when their earnings increase. If extra costs benefits
were means-tested, they would be withdrawn as recipients entered work
and their earnings increased. This would provide a disincentive to work
for those with the extra costs faced by disabled people and those raising
children.

Although there are good reasons to shift the balance somewhat from meanstested to non-means-tested benefits, there is also a clear case for maintaining
the predominance of means testing in the social security system.
•

Means-tested benefits target resources at those on the lowest incomes,
reducing poverty and creating a safety-net as efficiently as possible.
This is especially important in a context in which political constraints on
social security spending are greater than in the past or in other countries.
With a limited pool of expenditure from which to fund different benefit
types, there is an intuitive case to prioritise spending on the lowest
income groups through means-tested benefits. There is also evidence
that doing so does reduce poverty relatively effectively: in the UK,
where social security is more targeted on low-income households
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•

•

compared to other countries, it has been shown that the povertyreduction effect of spending is higher than in other OECD countries.12
Means-tested benefits directly reduce income inequality more
efficiently than non-means-tested benefits. The mechanism here is clear:
means testing increases the incomes of the poorest without increasing
the incomes of households higher up the distribution. At the same time,
higher-income households pay significantly more in direct taxes than
lower-income households. Empirical studies back this up, showing that
means-tested benefits reduce inequality (as measured by the Gini
coefficient) more than non-means-tested benefits like child benefit and
disability living allowance.13
The current landscape of means-tested social security in the UK means
that a larger number of people benefit from means-tested benefits than
in the past – with many recipients now in work. Social security reform
under Labour from 1997 implemented ‘progressive universalism’,
expanding the base of those entitled to means-tested benefits (primarily
through the introduction of working tax credit and child tax credit). Tax
credits have subsequently been integrated into universal credit and
provide payments for people in work but on low incomes. This means
that, while they are still targeted transfers, means-tested benefits are
available to a broader group of working-age adults and children than
traditional out-of-work safety-net benefits. This also reduces the work
disincentives associated with means testing.

Examining these arguments together, it is clear that social security for
children and working-age adults should comprise both means-tested and
non-means-tested benefits. The two forms of entitlements are geared to
achieving different aims.
Attaining a robust and sufficiently generous means-tested element of the
system should remain the central focus for reformers concerned with
reducing poverty. But there are distinct policy objectives that can be better
achieved by strengthening non-means-tested social security. Earnings
replacement and extra costs benefits have been diminished to an extent that
they are failing to meet these objectives.
Adequate means-tested benefits should therefore be supplemented with an
enhanced role for non-means-tested payments.
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2. CAN CONSENSUS
BE BUILT FOR
STRONGER NONMEANS-TESTED
SOCIAL SECURITY?
Public support for adequate social security is crucial to see reforms
implemented and improvements maintained into the future. Policymakers
and politicians need to understand and shape the state of public opinion on
social security.
Here, we explore the evidence on public attitudes to non-means-tested social
security. We draw on new Fabian Society research, as well as existing
evidence, to seek to answer the question: in light of experiences of the
Covid-19 pandemic, is it possible to build consensus on a greater role for
non-means-tested benefits?
This chapter considers previous literature, the outcomes of our citizens’ jury,
our survey of 1,647 adults weighted to be representative of Great Britain,
and our consultation with social security experts drawn from across the
political spectrum.
We found that there is scope for consensus, in particular on strengthening
earnings replacement social security. Support for expanding extra costs
entitlements is more mixed – as evidenced by all of our research methods.
We conclude that consensus can be built in favour of:
•
•

Raising the payment levels of existing, flat-rate earnings replacement
benefits, at least in the first period of each claim.
Introducing a new earnings-related, time-limited unemployment
insurance benefit that prevents a sudden drop in income when people
first leave work.
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•

Reviewing extra costs disability benefits to ensure that they are sufficient
to equalise living standards and treat disabled people fairly.

In contrast, we found little support for strengthening child benefit. Our
YouGov survey found limited backing for universal payments to support
the extra costs associated with children. The deliberation amongst our
citizens’ jury participants suggested most people wanted to keep child
benefit broadly unchanged.

It is often asserted that means testing is unpopular. But there is actually little
existing research that specifically focuses on public attitudes to means
testing in social security, either among the UK public or internationally.
Some recent studies have begun to reverse this scarcity, while broader
research on social security can be used to help us infer public opinion about
means testing.
A recent study conducted by researchers from KU Leuven analysed a survey
question posed to European respondents in 2016, asking whether they
would favour the government restricting all social security provision to
those on the lowest incomes.15 Strikingly, 50 per cent of UK respondents in
the nationally representative sample expressed a preference for this
hypothetical shift to a radically means-tested system – compared to a
European average of 45 per cent. This echoes findings from qualitative
research from Shelter, also conducted in 2016. Their focus groups and indepth interviews found that people tended to believe social security should
be targeted to prevent poverty, rather than reward contribution or
compensate for high living costs.16
Other research indicates a different view on means testing among the public,
however. A report from Demos published in 2011 involved qualitative
research with participants who earned between £16,000 and £50,000. It
found that a significant grievance with the social security was that it lacked
‘reciprocity’ and was therefore unfair. Participants resented the £16,000
savings threshold for means-tested benefits, suggesting that it punishes
financial responsibility.17 In 2014 Bright Blue research on the attitudes of
Conservative voters towards social security identified a preference for
contribution-based benefits over means-tested benefits, again drawing
explicitly on the reciprocity principle.18
To add to this there is direct evidence that the public simultaneously holds
views that point in both directions on means testing. A 2013 report
examining generational differences in attitudes to benefits found consensus
across age groups that the system should focus on supporting those most in
need and should entail a sense of reciprocity.19 And a recent study of social
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security attitudes in Scotland found majorities in favour of several
conflicting ideas: that social security should only be a safety net; that those
who have paid more in through tax and national insurance should receive
more help; and that social security should be universal.20
In sum, the existing evidence points to mixed and ambivalent attitudes to
means testing. This lack of clarity perhaps supports the case for maintaining
and strengthening a mixed system – with adequate means-tested benefits to
reduce poverty, supplemented by strong non-means-tested benefits that
achieve a range of other objectives. We now examine attitudes towards flatrate earnings replacement benefits, earnings-related unemployment
insurance and extra costs benefits in turn.

The key earnings replacement benefits in the UK – ‘new style’ JSA and ESA,
carer’s allowance, statutory sick pay and parental leave payments – are
almost all paid at a flat rate and, as discussed in chapter 1, have diminished
as a proportion of total social security spending over time.
Previous research has tended to focus on different types of recipients but has
not asked respondents to think separately about means-tested and earnings
replacement benefits. Broadly speaking, this evidence suggests public
support for improving benefits varies by recipient group. The evidence
indicates public opinion is conducive to better earnings replacement for sick
or disabled people and for carers. There is less support for increasing
payments for unemployed people.
A regular tracker question by YouGov shows that around half of British
adults think people who have a disability need more support from the
benefits system. Only one in five people believe support for disabled people
is too high.21 While this result does not allow us to tell whether people
would prefer an increase in means-tested or non-means-tested support, it
suggests that the public would at least be open to more generous ESA.
Turning to short-term illness, earlier in 2021 the RSA found that 76 per cent
of people favour increases in sick pay in the context of the pandemic.22
Recent polling also indicates that the public would like to see increases to
carer’s allowance, at least temporarily – with more than half of Conservative
voters favouring such a change.23
Unemployed people attract less public support, although attitudes have
been shifting slightly. In the most recent YouGov polling on whether people
out of work receive enough from social security, 35 per cent of adults said
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that they receive too little, while 13 per cent said they receive too much.24
This gap is somewhat wider than just before the pandemic.
Similarly, survey evidence from the British Social Attitudes study
demonstrates that opinion on social security for the unemployed had been
softening in the years before the pandemic. Figure 5 shows that a clear
majority of survey respondents in 2010 felt that unemployment benefits
were too high. By 2019, more respondents believed that they were too low.
Again, while this evidence does not allow us to determine preferences on
means-tested vs. non-means-tested support, it suggests that an opportunity
now exists to argue for better earnings replacement for the unemployed.

Despite all the recent pandemic-induced unemployment, a tendency
remains for people to attribute unemployment to individual rather than
structural factors. A survey commissioned by King’s College London in
November 2020 showed that 47 per cent of people attributed job loss during
the pandemic to individual performance at work – and only 31 per cent to
luck.25 While this result may be partially explained by the fact that the
government has done a lot to protect jobs during the crisis, it is still a
surprising result given the UK was in the midst of a labour market crisis
beyond any individual’s control. This shows that public attitudes towards
unemployed people remain quite negative.
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Our citizens’ jury was asked to determine whether the role of non-meanstested benefits should be expanded.
The jury supported the continuing role of non-means-tested earnings
replacement benefits and the contributory principle. More than two thirds of
the jurors agreed that people who had paid into the system by making
regular National Insurance contributions should receive more in benefits
than those who had not. When answering a different question, fewer than a
third said the government should always spend money on means-tested
benefits rather than non-means-tested benefits. And when asked to consider
specific policy options, only three jurors wanted to scrap non-means-tested
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earnings replacement benefits and rely on universal credit. Another three
supported the status quo and 16 wanted more generous earnings
replacement benefits (even when reminded that this could increase taxes).
We asked the jurors these questions after a briefing and deliberation on
models of earnings replacement benefits, which included discussion of
earnings-related benefits like the furlough scheme and many continental
social insurance systems. Almost all of those who wanted a more generous
system supported these models rather than better flat-rate benefits (see next
section). We focussed subsequent discussion of proposals for a new
earnings-related benefit, rather than improving flat-rate benefits. Therefore
the jury did not make recommendations on the level of flat-rate benefits.

Following the citizens’ jury’s steer on earnings-replacement benefits, we
chose not to include specific questions on raising the level of flat-rate
earnings replacement benefits in our quantitative survey.
Our survey did, however, find support for higher payments for groups that
tend to receive these non-means-tested flat-rate benefits. Figure 6 shows that
clear majorities favoured paying higher payments to sick or disabled people
and full-time carers who are not able to work. While we did not specify
whether the benefits payments in question would be means-tested or not,
the results indicate scope for improvement to earnings replacement
provision for these groups.
Our survey also indicated plurality support for the view that unemployed
people receive too little support from the social security system. We asked
respondents a version of the BSA question discussed in chapter 2 and found
that 41 per cent of people with a view said benefits for unemployed people
were too low – while 32 per cent said that they were too high.
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2019 Conservative voters: in all our survey questions relating to non-meanstested benefits and the groups receiving them, there was less support for
improvements among 2019 Conservative voters than among the general
population. However a majority, or a large minority, of 2019 Conservative
supporters (excluding those who said ‘don’t know’) backed raising benefit
levels for:
•
•
•

adults who are severely disabled and may not work again (67 per cent);
adults caring for disabled relatives (64 per cent);
adults who are sick or disabled but may be able to work again in one or
two years’ time (42 per cent).

By contrast as many 2019 Conservative voters think benefits for unemployed
people should be decreased as increased.
People aged 65 and over: the same share of people over and under the age
of 65 wanted higher benefits for unemployed people. But people aged over
65 were less likely to support cuts to unemployment benefits, as opposed to
keeping payments as they are. Respondents aged 65 and over gave strong
majority approval for improved benefits for disabled people and carers:
•
•
•

81 per cent thought payments should be higher for adults who are
severely disabled and may not work again.
80 per cent thought payments should be higher for adults caring for
disabled relatives.
59 per cent thought payments should be higher for adults who are sick
or disabled but may be able to work again in one or two years’ time.

Current social security recipients: On all measures, there was more support
for improvements to social security among respondents currently in receipt
of benefits than among the population as a whole. A majority of social
security recipients with a view supported:
•
•
•

higher payments for unemployed people (61 per cent).
higher payments for disabled people (83 per cent for severely disabled
people; and 66 per cent for those who may be able to work again).
higher payments for carers (85 per cent).

The appendix summarises the views of each of the key demographic groups
explored here. From the level of agreement demonstrated, we can see that
there is scope for wide-ranging consensus on improving earnings
replacement for sick or disabled people and carers. There is also reasonable
support for increasing payments for unemployed people, albeit not amongst
2019 Conservative voters.
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Most of our advisory group wanted to see increases to the level of the main
non-means-tested out-of-work benefits JSA and ESA (so as to at least match
the 2020 increase in universal credit). Some members also supported
proposals to increase other earnings replacement payments including
statutory sick pay and carer’s allowance.
Some of those backing higher payments favoured very significant reform,
bringing payment levels much closer to (or beyond) the amounts needed to
give recipients a reasonable minimum standard of living, or at least to match
the level of statutory maternity pay. Others favoured an incremental
approach, with only modest reform in the short term, mirroring the £20
uplift to universal credit in 2020.
But there was also opposition within the group to these non-means-tested
earnings replacement benefits. On this view, which is mainly associated
with the political right, there is no longer a case for working-age national
insurance benefits and they should be left to wither, with means-tested
universal credit taking on the earnings replacement function they once
played (albeit at a more generous level over time ideally).

The idea of earnings-related social security for working-age people has been
largely absent from UK debate in recent years. However, there have been a
series of research findings over the last decade which indicate latent support
for an earnings-related insurance-style system. Qualitative evidence from a
2011 Demos report suggested that people in the middle of the income
distribution felt worried that they could not sustain their standard of living
if they had to use social security. Participants in the research referenced
other countries’ welfare systems – where out-of-work claimants received an
earnings-related payment for a limited time – as fairer. The Demos
participants supporting this view felt that those earning more would have
paid more tax, and would therefore deserve a higher ‘reward’ if they fell on
hard times; and that the impact of disrupted earnings would be more
dramatic for those with higher incomes and living costs.26 Quantitative
research from IPPR in 2013 also found that many people felt social security
provides too little support in the face of a financial shock, and that the
system does not do enough for those who have contributed to it.27
There are signs that, following the pandemic, the example of the earningsrelated furlough scheme and grants for the self-employed may have made
the public more receptive to earnings-related unemployment insurance. In
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Autumn 2020 the RSA conducted a poll asking what temporary measures
people would support to assist recovery from the pandemic. Half of
respondents said they would support a scheme paying workers who are
made redundant 70 per cent of their previous salary in benefits for at least
six months, paid for by a temporary rise in national insurance. Only 20 per
cent opposed the idea.28

The jurors were briefed on the difference between the UK’s flat-rate
jobseeker’s allowance and continental earnings-related unemployment
schemes, which mirror the furlough scheme. The jury was struck by the
contrast and many jurors strongly recommended that contributory
jobseeker’s allowance should be replaced by an unemployment insurance
benefit that mimics the Covid-19 furlough scheme (i.e. paying up to 80 per
cent of previous earnings for six months).
This was by far the most popular of four policy options put to the jury: (a)
scrapping non-means-tested earnings replacement benefits; (b) keeping the
status quo; (c) higher flat-rate payments; and (d) an earnings-related system
that pays more than current benefits. When directly asked to support or
oppose the proposal, 14 out of the jurors gave support and only four
opposed.
Although this conclusion was reached after a briefing and detailed
discussion, some jurors spontaneously proposed similar ideas near the start
of the citizens’ jury:
“In Germany and Holland, don't they have a system so that the more
you put into it then if you are out of work you actually get a
premium and it goes down the longer you're on it? … That seems
like a much fairer system than the system we have.” – Woman not in
receipt of benefits, 32, South West
Once the detailed conversation on earnings replacement benefits began,
jurors pointed to the operation of the furlough scheme as evidence that such
a reform was both desirable and possible.
“They've obviously done it far better with the furlough and actually,
for me, I would like that kind of system in place … they wouldn't
have introduced that if it wasn't going to be possible.” – Man not in
receipt of benefits, 55, Scotland
However, a number of jurors wanted any new earnings-related
unemployment insurance to be optional rather than compulsory (those who
were opposed to the policy in the first place were more likely to hold this
view). The jury was roughly divided as to whether people should be able to
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opt out of the scheme or whether it should be compulsory. There was not
detailed debate on the operation or feasibility of an optional version of the
policy, but this suggests there might be merit in debating an unemployment
benefit modelled on pensions auto-enrolment.
In the final session of the citizens’ jury the jurors were presented with a
costing for an earnings-related unemployment insurance. They were told the
policy might cost approaching £5bn per year that could be funded by a 1p
increase in national insurance. The jurors maintained their support for an
earnings-related system following discussion of these costs and included the
policy in their final recommendations.

In our citizens’ jury, we found clear support for a ‘furlough-like’ earningsrelated unemployment benefit. By contrast, when we polled a representative
sample of the public views were mixed. Almost equal numbers preferred the
current model of flat-rate jobseeker’s allowance and a new earnings-related
system (see figure 7 for the detailed wording of the question). Of those who
expressed a preference 49 per cent supported the reform proposal and 51 per
cent supported the status quo.
The difference between the citizens’ jury and the poll is likely to be the result
of the jurors being provided with a briefing and having the opportunity to
ask questions and deliberate. The jurors received information about social
insurance in other countries and had the opportunity to discuss the details
of what a new scheme might entail. The survey respondents only had access
to the limited information presented in figure 7.
Having said that, the survey still indicates significant potential support for
the policy. The idea of an earnings-related unemployment insurance was
barely discussed in the UK before the pandemic, so it is striking that almost
as many people backed this policy as the status quo. With political advocacy
and debate, support for the policy might well increase over time.
Importantly, our question was carefully balanced. It presented a choice
between two policy options rather than asking people if they supported or
opposed the proposal (something that can artificially inflate responses). We
also mentioned in the question that national insurance might need to rise to
pay for the reform.
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There was some divergence between demographic groups, on their
enthusiasm for this proposal. Of the groups examined in our survey, people
who voted Conservative at the 2019 election offered least support. However,
a third of this group, who expressed a view, did support earnings-related
unemployment insurance which is not an insignificant level of initial
support on which to build a case for reform.
People aged over 65 were more supportive of the policy than other age
groups, with half of those who expressed a view backing the policy. They
were almost as likely to support the policy as people aged 18 to 64 in receipt
of benefits (see appendix). This finding reflects previous research that has
shown that older people are often supportive of a stronger welfare state
(even when they are not direct beneficiaries). In this case, their views may
derive from the greater role non-means-tested social security has played in
previous decades compared to today. It is obviously important that a
politically influential segment of the population is potentially supportive of
the policy.

There were a range of views among the experts we spoke to, but in general
people were cautiously supportive of a new furlough-inspired
unemployment benefit.
While several contributors unreservedly backed the idea, others emphasised
that it would have to be implemented carefully to prevent entrenching
inequality or social division. They wanted to ensure the reform did not lead
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to means-tested benefits becoming less generous, and also stressed that the
policy needed to be designed to ensure eligibility was inclusive.
A minority of the experts wanted to see an earnings-related scheme adopted
on a voluntary basis, potentially making use of an auto-enrolment
mechanism and delivered by private providers. On this view universal
credit should remain at the centrepiece of the social security system.

In examining attitudes to extra costs benefits for disabled people, our
starting point is the finding that the public broadly believes this group needs
more support from social security overall.29 As referenced above, the
YouGov tracker polling on this issue does not ask respondents whether they
would prefer this additional support to be provided with a means test or
not.
However, in other polls in recent years people have opposed cuts to
personal independence payment (PIP) which is the main ‘extra costs’ benefit
for disabled people. In 2016, a YouGov poll found that 70 per cent of British
adults felt that cuts to the benefit were the wrong priority.30
There is also evidence that some people favour reform to the process of
assessment for disability benefits. Recent work from Bright Blue on attitudes
to social security in Scotland found that almost half of Scottish adults believe
it is too hard to apply for disability benefits. Notably, the research also
found that six in 10 Scots support reducing the use of face-to-face
assessments for disability benefit decisions – and, further, that there was
majority support for this across demographic groups.31
Turning to extra costs benefits for children, evidence from recent years
suggests there is a degree of public scepticism about both the level and
universality of child benefit. Polling conducted in 2015 found that child
benefit was a priority for future social security cuts amongst the public.32
There is also evidence of support for the introduction of partial means
testing of child benefit; a YouGov poll found that 64 per cent of people
supported the Conservative party’s 2010 decision to abolish child benefit for
households with a higher rate taxpayer.33 At the time of these polls
politicians were stressing that cuts were inevitable, so these views may
reflect what the public saw as the ‘least bad’ cuts. Views on where to spend
extra money if spending were growing in the future could be different.
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There was not a strong consensus within the jury for universal extra costs
benefits.
A small majority of the jury supported the principle of extra costs benefits
being available to everyone: after a discussion 12 of the 22 jurors said they
were in favour of non-means-tested benefits to help with the extra costs of
children and disability, while six were opposed. This is a similar split to our
broader question asking whether jurors backed money being spent on nonmeans-tested benefits (see pages 24-25).
With regard to child benefit specifically, there was little appetite for
improving the benefit. Six jurors wanted more generous child benefit,
compared to two who wanted it scrapped and replaced by means-tested
support. However a clear majority, 14 of 22 participants, said the rate of
child benefit should stay as it is. In its final conclusions the jury decided not
to recommend extra spending on universal children’s benefits.
There was no detailed discussion of extra costs benefits for disabled people,
although the jury were in general supportive of spending on people with
disabilities. They supported the principle that all disabled people should be
able to meet their reasonable minimum needs which implies adequate extra
costs benefits. However the jury did not deliberate and come to conclusions
on this area of policy.

Our survey indicates public backing for extra costs benefits for disabled
people, regardless of their income. Figure 8 shows that a majority of those
expressing an opinion supported universalism for disabled adults and
parents of disabled children. However we did not find the same majority for
the principle of all parents receiving money to help with the extra costs of
children.
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This stark difference in attitudes to universalism for disabled people and
children was reflected across demographic groups. Just under 50 per cent of
people who voted Conservative in 2019 who expressed a view supported the
idea that extra costs benefits should be paid to disabled adults and the
parents of disabled children, regardless of their income. A sizeable majority
of people aged over 65 and of social security recipients were in support (see
appendix).

Every advisory group contributor expressing a view agreed that universal
social security for disabled people should be reviewed and improved.
However most contributors were more exercised by the fair and effective
operation of disability assessments rather than the amounts disabled people
are paid when their eligibility for extra costs benefits is established.
Some of the experts consulted represented groups with a longstanding
commitment to universal benefits for children. They maintained the view
that universalism is in principle important because it helps entrench support
for social security and therefore helps children on low incomes. However
they recognised that our study is not alone in finding little public appetite
for large increases to child benefit and accepted that there is not public
consensus for stronger universal benefits for children.
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3. PLANS FOR
REFORM
Our public attitudes findings indicate there is scope for consensus on
expanding non-means-tested social security for earnings replacement and
the extra costs of disability. This chapter details specific proposals that
follow from the conclusions of our evidence review, citizens’ jury, national
survey and expert consultation.
We outline three key recommendations for strengthening non-means-tested
social security.
First, we propose that the government should initiate a full review of
universal disability benefits designed to meet extra living costs. There is
evidence that these benefits – personal independence payment (PIP) for
adults and disability living allowance (DLA) for children – are not sufficient
to equalise living standards between disabled people and non-disabled
people. A review should examine how extra costs social security for
disabled people can be made more adequate and operate in a fairer way.
Second, the payment levels of existing non-means-tested earnings
replacement benefits should be increased. There are two options to
consider:
•
•

enhance earnings replacement benefits by around the same amount
as the 2020 universal credit uplift; or
provide large increases to earnings replacement benefits (including
statutory sick pay), to match the level of maternity payments or the
state pension (possibly for the initial period of a claim only)

Third, we propose introducing earnings-related unemployment insurance
similar to the furlough scheme, so people who become unemployed get 80
per cent of their previous earnings for up to six months. This would be a
major extension of the protection available from the British welfare state.
These measures should be considered as supplementary to significant
reform of means-tested social security. Our companion report, Going with
the Grain, argues that there is scope for consensus on improving the
generosity of universal credit (see box on page 36).
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The proposals in that report bring about a massive reduction in child
poverty but they are expensive. The measures recommended in this report
could be much cheaper. However they would still require some billions in
additional public spending – for this reason, we see our proposals as
recommendations for reform in the medium term, to be implemented over
the course of a full parliament from 2023 or 2024 onwards.

34

While we found no consensus in favour of better social security to support
the extra costs associated with bringing up children, we did find strong
support for (a) universalism in social security for disabled people and (b)
more generous payments for disabled people.
This leads us to propose a full government review of extra costs disability
benefits. Previous research commissioned by Scope reveals that current
extra costs benefit payments for disabled people are not sufficient to
equalise living standards between disabled people and non-disabled
people.35 This is true regarding both disabled adults and families with
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disabled children. Scope used a ‘standard of living’ approach to measure the
financial impact of extra costs on disabled peoples’ lives. After controlling
for other socio-economic factors, the approach assumes that differences in
standards of living for people with the same incomes are due to the extra
costs that disabled people incur in daily life. Their results show that, on
average, both disabled adults and parents of disabled children face extra
costs of almost £600 each month, far more than the value of the benefits they
receive to help meet these costs. For both groups the extra costs the
households face is equivalent to almost half of their income.
We also heard evidence from our expert stakeholders that demonstrates
dysfunction in the assessment system for PIP claims. Claimants face an
average 15 week wait between application and decision; and while only 46
per cent of claims are initially successful, 43 per cent of negative decisions
that are then challenged are overturned under ‘mandatory reconsideration’.
When taken to appeal stage, 76 per cent of decisions are overturned.36
A review of the future design and generosity of universal social security for
disabled people should be informed by further research on disabled people’s
essential costs, and the present impact of disability benefits.

The next category of reforms to consider are increases in the payment levels
of existing flat-rate benefits. When the government decided to temporarily
increase the level of universal credit and working tax credit in April 2020,
there was no parallel increase to other out-of-work benefits (both meanstested and non-means-tested). While the uplift was very welcome, it had the
effect of further reducing the relative importance of earnings replacement
benefits in the social security system.
There are two options to consider:
•

•

Extend the £20 per week uplift to the key non-means-tested earnings
replacement benefits now paid below the basic level of universal credit:
jobseeker’s allowance (JSA), employment and support allowance (ESA)
and carer’s allowance
Match the value of the best earnings replacement benefits by
increasing the value of JSA, ESA, carer’s allowance and statutory sick
pay to the level of maternity allowance/statutory maternity pay or to the
new state pension. We propose that ESA for severely disabled people
should match the state pension and other earnings replacement
payments should match maternity payments.

Matching these existing payments would massively increase the non-meanstested income protection cushion available when people are unable to work.
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The costs of these reforms would vary considerably by benefit (see figure 9).
As things stand a significant increase in JSA is a fairly cheap policy because
the numbers claiming the benefit are very low (outside of recessions when
temporary spending is funded by borrowing). The cost would be around
£150-200m on current caseload. Similarly, the costs of raising SSP are low for
employers and negligible for taxpayers (options for reforming SSP are
explored in detail in a recent Fabian Society paper for the TUC, Statutory
Sick Pay: Options for Reform). Raising JSA and SSP to match statutory
maternity pay is therefore an affordable proposition.

There is an important caveat to our costing of the JSA increase because it is
based on caseload under current policy (excluding the short-term effects of
the pandemic recession). However, only around 5 per cent of unemployed
people claim JSA and raising the value of the benefit would be expected
(and intended) to increase take-up.37 If the number receiving JSA doubled to
80,000 as a result of raising the benefit to match maternity payments this
would increase the cost of the policy by a further £300m per year.
Demand for higher JSA would however be constrained if current rules on
the interaction of JSA and means-tested benefits were retained. As things
stand every pound of JSA is clawed-back through a pound less of universal
credit (which means there is no point in claiming JSA if a household is also
receiving means-tested benefits). It would only be in people’s interests to
claim if the household’s total means-tested entitlement was either zero or
less than their improved rate of JSA. This would apply to unemployed
people with good savings or a working partner with decent wages, and also
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to people entitled to less in UC than the new higher rate of JSA (e.g. people
without entitlement relating to children or rent).
Existing contribution rules would also restrict take-up (by excluding the selfemployed and people with little or no recent employment). Although there
is significant uncertainty regarding the possible caseload, we can be
confident that this major enhancement to social protection in the labour
market could be delivered for comfortably less than £1bn per year.
The cost of a significant increase in non-means-tested ESA and carer’s
allowance would be much higher, because many more people receive these
benefits. The ‘headline’ cost of raising both these benefits by £20 per week
would be around £1.8bn. The cost of raising the benefit to match maternity
payments (or the new state pension in the case of ESA for severely disabled
people) would be even higher: the ‘headline’ cost would be more than £6bn.
In both cases perhaps half these costs would be clawed-back through a
reduction in means-tested benefits (which would be reduced pound-forpound as ESA and CA payments increased). This is because, unlike with
JSA, very large numbers of people receive non-means-tested ESA and CA
alongside DWP means-tested benefits.
On the other hand, with ESA and CA there is little risk of a big rise in
demand in the event of payments becoming more generous. Eligibility for
both benefits is linked to a health assessment and there is no evidence of a
large pool of people who are eligible but not claiming.38
The costs of increasing the value of ESA and CA may be judged prohibitive.
A cheaper way to improve earnings replacement for carers and disabled
people would be introduce higher payments for a limited period, of say 1 or
2 years. The ‘headline’ cost of raising ESA and CA to match maternity
payments (or the state pension for the most disabled) would be £900m per
year with one year of entitlement or £1.6bn per year with two years of
entitlement. Again, some of this money would be clawed back through
means testing and the net cost would be significantly lower. This is a much
more affordable proposition.
Introducing a time-limited higher rate of ESA and CA would reflect the idea
that earnings replacement payments are particularly important as a financial
cushion in the initial period after leaving work. However, long-term
recipients (who are likely to have significant needs) would not benefit. For
this reason a time-limited increase to these non-means-tested benefits should
only be considered alongside a parallel enhancement in means-tested
support for carers and disabled people (along the lines outlined in Going
with the Grain).
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Our public attitudes research did not explore people’s detailed views on
proposals along these lines. But we think it is likely that campaigners and
politicians could make a successful case for reforms that would significantly
increase financial protection, at a cost that is modest compared to the overall
social security budget – i.e. raising the value of JSA and SSP to match
maternity payments and doing the same for ESA and CA for 1 or 2 years.
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With respect to unemployment, we also propose an alternative option to a
higher flat-rate payment: an earnings-related unemployment insurance
scheme.
Our public attitudes findings indicated significant scope for building on the
Covid-19 furlough programme to create permanent unemployment
insurance. This would deliver on a key principle of social protection, that
disruption to one’s earnings should not mean a sudden, dramatic fall in
living standards.
A scheme could be designed with a variety of permutations. Under the
model we examined people with a sufficient record of national insurance
contributions entering unemployment would be entitled to receive 80 per
cent of their previous earnings (their level of entitlement could be
determined using PAYE data, using data either from their last month of
employment or averaged over a longer period). Eligibility would be timelimited, lasting for a maximum of six months.
As with the furlough scheme, there would be a cap on the amount payable
equivalent to an annual salary of £30,000 (unemployed people previously
earning above that amount would be entitled to this maximum rate only). In
cases where 80 per cent of a claimant’s previous earnings would be less than
the level of flat-rate JSA (increased to the level of statutory maternity pay),
they would receive this rate. UC rules would also be reformed so that
entitlement to the new unemployment benefit would appropriately
rewarded when entitlement was being calculated (see box on page 41).
We used the Landman Economics tax transfer model to estimate the benefits
and costs of this proposal. We modelled the reform in isolation – as if it was
introduced on top of the social security system as it currently exists (though
treating unemployment insurance payments as earned income for the
calculation of universal credit entitlement). The model used data from the
Family Resource Survey 2018/19 and looked at people currently
unemployed. It predicted whether they would be eligible for the scheme,
and what their prior earnings might have been, by comparing their profiles
with similar data in the longitudinal Understanding Society study, which
records transitions from work to unemployment.
As we were interested in the long-term future of social security our
modelling assumed that the labour market has returned to pre-pandemic
conditions with respect to employment and earnings. We also looked at a
scenario where universal credit has been fully rolled out. All our results are
for the UK (and assume that decisions taken for Scotland and Northern
Ireland mirror those in the rest of the UK).
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We report the number of households and individuals that gain from the
reform and the cost to the exchequer. We examine impacts on key household
types that will be particularly affected by changes to unemployment
insurance.
The model assumes that 390,000 people would receive the new benefit, an
increase from a projected 80,000 recipients expected to claim current JSA.
This represents a very significant increase and comprises around half of
people unemployed for six months or less. The average payment is projected
to be £250 per week, up from £71 under the current system. Including the
families of recipients, the model projects that 800,000 people would benefit
from the policy.
With these caseload assumptions the additional annual public spending
required for the reform would be £4.8bn. This is roughly equivalent to
increasing employee’s national insurance by 1p in the pound.

Figure 11 shows the different types of household that would benefit. We see
that more of the additional spend would go toward households without
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children rather than those with children (although overall 240,000 children
would benefit from the reform). The bulk of the spending would be on
households with no one in work (£3.4bn per year, benefiting 410,000 people
at any time). Almost all of the remainder would go towards two-adult
households where only one person was in full-time work. This group would
receive £1.4bn, benefiting 330,000 people. And while most beneficiaries live
in households with no disabled adults, 290,000 beneficiaries are in families
with a disabled adult.
Crucially our modelling shows that the reform would be redistributive.
Around 700,000 of the 800,000 beneficiaries live in households in the bottom
half of the income distribution; and £4.1bn of the total spend required would
be directed toward the bottom half. The poorest income decile would receive
£1.5bn of this spending.
The policy does not have a significant impact on poverty as conventionally
measured, lifting just 40,000 people out of poverty (i.e. people living in
households with incomes below 60 per cent of the contemporary median
income, adjusted for housing costs and size of household). The effect is
modest because, as well as giving more money to some low-income
households, the policy also increases median household income by £4 per
week which raises the poverty line. So, while some beneficiaries of the
policy are lifted out of poverty, other households who are unaffected by the
measure and see no change in their income dip below the revised poverty
line.
We can disregard this statistical oddity by using a fixed-line measure of
poverty. This reveals the true impact of the policy as it would be felt by lowincome families. Under the fixed-line measure (sometimes called ‘absolute’
poverty) the policy lifts 430,000 people out of poverty. This is made up of
310,000 adults and 110,000 children. This suggests earnings-related
unemployment insurance could play an important part in the fight against
poverty.
Our total spending estimate of £4.8bn is much higher than the £1.9bn cost of
a different version of this policy modelled in a recent paper by the
Resolution Foundation.39 The key reason for this is that we assume the
reform would result in significant behavioural change, and model an
increase in JSA take-up from the current level (less than 5 per cent of
unemployed people) to around 50 per cent of those in the first six months of
unemployment. The Resolution Foundation do not assume an increase in
caseload, which is a key objective of our policy.
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